Your Fromanteel watch
To maintain the precision and reliability of your Fromanteel watch, we advise
you to mind the following (practical) guidelines.
Preventive maintenance
Dust and dirt tend to collect in gaps in the back of the case or band, so clean
the watch occasionally. For the case: use a toothbrush with soapy water and
a soft cloth for drying. Avoid contact with solvents, detergents, perfumes,
cosmetic products, since they may damage the bracelet, the case or the
gaskets. Avoid speakers or refrigerators, since these have strong magnetic
fields. Avoid shocks whether thermal or other. Avoid temperatures above
60˚C (140˚F), below 0˚C (32˚F) or extreme temperature changes. For the Chronograph: do not operate the pushers under water in order to prevent water
entering the mechanism. Store your

watch in a dry place when not using it. Replace an empty battery as soon as
possible. This can be done at a regular jewel- and watch store. ‘End Of Life’
indication: when the second hand jumps every 4 seconds, the battery should
be changed in the next 2-3 weeks.
Water-resistant:
Your Fromanteel watch is 5 ATM water-resistant.
Service centers:
At Fromanteel, we value a continued relationship with you. Your watch comes
with an international warranty for a period of two years. Please contact us at
service@fromanteel.nl with your questions and/or comments.

Adjusting your Ronda Caliber 706.3:
These instructions apply for a Ronda Caliber 706.3 movement, as found in the Globetrotter Calendar™ watch. Contact us for more info or questions on:
service@fromanteel.nl
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IMPORTANT: Calendar functions must not be altered between
11.30PM and 5.30AM, automatic changes are in progress at these
times. Pressing the pusher during these times may damage the
movement.

Battery life of 5 years
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